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JANUARY 2022
Day of Service

Martin Luther King Jr. once proposed,
“Life’s most persistent and urgent question
is: ‘What are you doing for others?’” Honor
King’s legacy by volunteering on the annual
holiday and national day of service.
ABC to ‘ZZZ’

Try this tactic if you’re struggling to fall
asleep. Start naming things in a certain
category in alphabetical order. For
example, choose the topic “wild animals”
and begin with alligator, bison, cheetah ...
You may find yourself catching some z’s
before you reach the letter Z!
Special Snowflakes

Knock-Knock, New Year

Host a
Beauty Swap

Having a clothing
swap with your
friends is a popular
way to declutter, and
you can use the
same approach with
personal care items.
Gather beauty, bath
and body products
from holiday gift sets,
subscription boxes,
and free gifts with
purchase that you
haven’t opened or
tried once and won’t
use again. Trade
products with friends,
and donate any
unopened items to a
shelter.

January gets its name from the Latin
word for door, since it opens the new year.
You’ve Got Kale

Nutrition trends come and go, but the
leafy green kale is still cool. The crunchy
vegetable tastes sweeter after a frost,
making it a popular produce pick in winter.
Varieties include the common curly kale,
with dark, ruffled edges; dinosaur kale, with
long, wrinkly leaves that have a blueish
hue; and Russian kale, which resembles
oak leaves and deepens to a violet color in
cold weather. Raw or cooked, kale serves
up hearty amounts of calcium, potassium
and vitamins C and K.

You’ve probably heard that no two
snowflakes are the same. But how do we
know this for sure? Scientists say it’s a
matter of probability: A fully formed
snowflake has about a quintillion molecules
(a quintillion is the number 1 followed by
18 zeroes). The chance of these molecules
arranging themselves in the exact same
way more than once is incredibly slim,
especially when affected by constantly
changing factors like temperature
and humidity.
Warm Up With Layers

Instead of one thick sweater, wear
layers of clothing to keep away the chill of
cold weather. Multiple layers act as
insulation by trapping warm air, keeping
you cozier.

Stash Your Bags

Plastic shopping bags are useful to
keep on hand, but if your stash is starting
to spill over, find a long, empty cardboard
tube from paper towels or gift wrap. Stuff
as many of the bags inside as you can. The
tube will keep them contained, and you can
quickly grab one out from the end when
you need one.
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National Law
Enforcement
Appreciation Day!
Thank an Officer!

National Hot Tea
Day. What Is Your
Favorite Tea?
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National Popcorn
Day! Order some
popcorn from our
friends locally at
Tinker Mountain
Kettle Corn!
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National Fun at
Work Day and
National Kazoo
Day. Coincidence?
We think not!

29

King Jr. Day

23/30

National Belly
Laugh Day. What Is
Your Favorite
Joke?

JANUARY
1906: The sport of football is
forever changed when a new game
rule makes the forward pass a
legal play.
1912: New Mexico joins the union
as the 47th state.
1924: The first Winter Olympics
are held in Chamonix, France.
1943: Franklin D. Roosevelt
becomes the first U.S. president
to travel by airplane while in office.
He flew to Morocco to meet with

British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill.

1986: The first national Martin
Luther King Jr. holiday is observed.

1955: Singer Marian Anderson
takes the stage at the Metropolitan
Opera in New York City. She
was the first African American
to perform a leading role with
the company.

1994: A magnitude 6.7 earthquake
strikes the San Fernando Valley
region of Los Angeles.

1968: Country music star Johnny
Cash records a live album by
playing two concerts at California’s
Folsom State Prison.

2011: Wikipedia, a popular
internet encyclopedia, celebrates
its 10th anniversary.

1972: U.S. President Richard M.
Nixon orders the development of a
“new type of space transportation
system,” the space shuttle
program.

2000: Celebrations worldwide
mark the turn of the new
millennium.

2015: At age 17, Lydia Ko of
New Zealand becomes the
youngest golfer in history to be
ranked No. 1 in the world.

